The Inspector Banks series
By Peter Robinson
In this first Inspector Banks novel, a peeping tom
is frightening the women of Eastvale; two young
thugs are breaking into homes; and an old
woman may or may not have been murdered.
Inspector Banks investigates these cases, which weave together
as the story reaches a tense climax.

he finds that no-one is willing to talk. Banks's frustration only
grows when the identity of the body is revealed. For it seems that
his latest case may be connected with an unsolved murder in the
same area five years ago. Among the silent suspects are the
Collier brothers, the wealthiest and most powerful family in
Swainsdale. When they start use their influence to slow down the
investigation, Inspector Alan Banks finds himself in a race against
time...

A Dedicated Man [1988]

Past Reason Hated [1991]

The body of a well-liked local historian is found
half-buried under a drystone wall near the
village of Helmthorpe, Swainsdale. Who on earth
would want to kill such a thoughtful, dedicated man? Penny
Cartwright, a beautiful folk singer with a mysterious past, a shady
land-developer, Harry's editor and a local thriller writer are all
suspects--and all are figures from Harry's previous, idyllic
summers in the dale. A young girl, Sally Lumb, knows more than
she lets on, and her knowledge could lead to danger. Inspector
Banks's second case unearths disturbing secrets behind a bucolic
façade.

It should have been a cosy scene - log fire,
sheepskin rug, Vivaldi on the stereo, Christmas
lights and tree. But appearances can be
deceptive. For Caroline Hartley, lying quietly on the couch, has
been brutally murdered. Inspector Alan Banks is called to the
grim scene. And he soon has more suspects than he ever
imagined. As he delves into her past, he realises that for Caroline,
secrecy was a way of life, and her death is no different. His
ensuing investigation is full of hidden passions and desperate
violence...

Gallow’s View [1987]

Wednesday’s Child [1992]
A Necessary End [1989]
Violence erupts at an anti-nuclear
demonstration in Eastvale, leaving one
policeman stabbed to death. At first there are
over a hundred suspects, but then things narrow down to the
people who live on "Maggie's Farm", an isolated house high on
the daleside. Among the suspects is Dennis Osmond, a social
worker involved with Jenny Fuller, Inspector Banks's friend. As if
this isn't enough to cope with, Banks finds his freedom hampered
by the appointment of an old enemy, Detective Superintendent
Richard 'Dirty Dick' Burgess, to head the investigation. Finally,
warned off the case, the only way Banks can salvage his career is
by beating Burgess to the killer...

The Hanging Valley [1989]
A faceless corpse is discovered in a tranquil,
hidden valley below the village of Swainshead.
And when Chief Inspector Alan Banks arrives,

For Inspector Banks and Superintendent
Gristhorpe the abduction of a young girl brings
back dreadful memories of the Moors Murders
When two social workers, investigating reports of child abuse,
appear at Brenda Scupham's door, her fear of authority leads her
to comply meekly with their requests. Even when they say that
they must take her seven-year-old daughter Gemma away for
tests... It is only when they fail to return Gemma the following
day that Brenda realises something has gone terribly wrong.
Particularly worrying is the calculated manner of the abduction,
and the fact that one of the 'social workers' was a woman. For
Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks ritual Satanic abuse is a
dreadful possibility. At the same time, Banks is investigating a
particularly grisly murder at the site of an abandoned mine.
Gradually, the leads in the two cases converge, guiding Banks to
one of the most truly terrifying villains he will ever meet. [Edgar
Award Nominee]

Dry Bones That Dream [1994]

Not Safe After Dark: And Other Stories [1998]
It was 2.47 a.m. when Chief Inspector Alan Banks
arrived at the barn and saw the body of Keith
Rothwell for the first time. Only hours earlier
two masked men had walked the mildmannered accountant out of his farmhouse and
clinically blasted him with a shotgun.
Clearly this is a professional hit - but Keith was hardly the sort of
person to make deadly enemies. Or was he? For the police
investigation soon raises more questions than answers. And who,
exactly, is Robert Calvert?
The more Banks scratches the surface, the more he wonders
what lies beneath the veneer of the apparently happy Rothwell
family. And when his old sparring partner Detective
Superintendent Richard Burgess arrives from Scotland Yard, the
case take yet another unexpected twist ...

Innocent Graves [1996]
Detective Inspector Banks had seen crimes just
as savage in London, but somehow the murder
of a teenage girl seemed all the more shocking in
the quiet Yorkshire village of Eastvale. Deborah Harrison had
been found one foggy night in the churchyard behind St Mary's,
strangled with the strap of her school satchel. But Deborah was
no typical sixteen-year-old. Her father was a powerful financier
who ran in the highest echelons of industry, defence and
classified information. And Deborah, it seemed, enjoyed keeping
secrets of her own...

The hero of Robinson's novels (Wednesday's
Child, etc.), Yorkshire Chief Inspector Alan Banks,
appears in three of this collection's 13 stories,
and one of the 13, "Innocence," won the
Canadian Crime Writers Award for best short
story. That tale displays well Robinson's gift for
turning a familiar plot inside-out as strange circumstances
overwhelm his characters. A man waits outside a school to meet
a teacher friend, draws the suspicion of parents and finds himself
charged with the murder of a schoolgirl. What happens after his
trial is shocking but, in Robinson's hands, perfectly believable.
There's a similar twist in the title story, wherein an out-of-town
visitor ventures nervously into an urban park often described as
unsafe at night. There's danger, all right, but not what the reader
expects. In "Fan Mail," a mystery novelist agrees to advise a
Walter Mitty-like husband on innovative ways to murder his wife;
an old secret leads to a perverse result. The plots of the stories
are mostly solid and the characters are always vivid. U.S. readers
may particularly enjoy Robinson's take on his fellow Canadians
coping with Florida and southern California.

In a Dry Season [1999]
During a blistering summer, drought has
depleted Thornfield Reservoir, uncovering the
remains of a small village called Hobb's End,
hidden from view for over 40 years. A young boy finds a human
skeleton, and DCI Alan Banks sets out to uncover the murky past.
[Anthony Award Winner, Edgar Award Nominee, Macavity Award
Nominee]

Dead Right [1997]
Cold is the Grave [2000]
Inspector Alan Banks' ninth case sees him
investigating the murder of a young racist. A
man who, it seems, has lived by the sword and
now died by the sword. But it is never that simple... A night at the
opera had offered Chief Inspector Alan Banks a temporary respite
from his troubles - both at work and at home. But the telephone
call summoning him to Easlvale brings him back to reality with a
bump. For the body of teenager Jason Fox has been found in a
dirty alleyway. He has been kicked to death. At first it looks like
an after-hours pub fight gone wrong - until Banks learns that
Jason was a member of a white power organisation known as the
Albion League. So who wanted him dead? The Pakistani youths
he had insulted in the pub earlier that evening? The shady friends
of his business partner Mark Wood? Or someone within the
Albion League itself? Someone who resented the teenager's
growing power in a brutal and unforgiving organisation...?

Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks has reached
a turning point. With his wife now living with
another man in London and his career in the
doldrums thanks to Chief Constable Riddle, it is time to ring the
changes. Perhaps a move to the National Crime Squad? Perhaps a
second chance with Sandra? But then late one night he is
summoned to Riddle's house - and his plans take a surprising new
turn. For the Chief Constable's sixteen-year-old daughter Emily
has run away and for once Riddle wants Banks to use his
unorthodox methods to find her without fuss.

Aftermath [2001]
Number 35 The Hill is an ordinary house in an
ordinary street. But it is about to become
infamous. When two police constables are sent

to the house following a report of a domestic disturbance, they
stumble upon a truly horrific scene. A scene which leaves one of
them dead and the other fighting for her life and career. The
identity of a serial killer, the Chameleon, has finally been
revealed. But his capture is only the beginning of a shocking
investigation that will test Inspector Alan Banks to the absolute
limit.

really know and didn't particularly like, Annie tracks down the
female victim's friends and colleagues. It seems that both trails
are leading towards horrific conclusions and when the cases look
likely to intersect, the consequences for Banks and Annie become
terrifying ... [Macavity Award Nominee]

The Summer That Never Was [2003]

As volunteers clean up after a huge outdoor rock
concert in Yorkshire in 1969, they discover the
body of a young woman wrapped in a sleeping
bag. She has been brutally murdered. The detective assigned to
the case, Stanley Chadwick, is a hard-headed, strait-laced veteran
of the Second World War. He could not have less in common with
- or less regard for - young, disrespectful, long-haired hippies,
smoking marijuana and listening to the pulsing sounds of rock
and roll. But he has a murder to solve, and it looks as if the victim
was somehow associated with the up-and-coming psychedelic
pastoral band the Mad Hatters. In the present, Inspector Alan
Banks is investigating the murder of a freelance music journalist,
who was working on a feature about the Mad Hatters for "MOJO"
magazine. This is not the first time that the Mad Hatters, now
aging rock superstars, have been brushed by tragedy. Banks finds
he has to delve into the past to find out exactly what hornets'
nest the journalist inadvertently stirred up. [Macavity Award
Nominee]

A skeleton has been unearthed. Soon the body is
identified, and the horrific discovery hits the
headlines... Fourteen-year-old Graham Marshall
went missing during his paper round in 1965. The police found no
trace of him. His disappearance left his family shattered, and his
best friend, Alan Banks, full of guilt... That friend has now become
Chief Inspector Alan Banks, and he is determined to bring justice
for Graham. But he soon realises that in this case, the boundary
between victim and perpetrator, between law-guardian and lawbreaker, is becoming more and more blurred... [Anthony Award
Nominee]

Playing With Fire [2004]
In the early hours of the morning, a man reports a
fire on two old canal boats. One of the firefighters
notices the use of accelerant at the scene and calls
the police, but by the time Inspector Banks arrives, the fire
brigade have put out the flames and only the smouldering
wreckage remains. A body has been found on each barge, and all
the evidence points towards a deliberate arson attack. One of the
victims is Tina, a young girl with a drug addiction and a terrible
past who had been living with her boyfriend Mark. The other is
Tom, an artist who had been living alone. Now, with little
evidence to go on and a number of possible suspects, including
Tina's boyfriend, the local 'lock-keeper' who reported the fire,
and Tina's own father, Banks must begin to delve into the lives of
the victims, and to discover who could have wanted them out of
the way forever... [Macavity Award Nominee]

Piece of My Heart [2006]

Friend of the Devil [2007]
On a cliff edge overlooking the North Sea, a
quadriplegic woman in a wheelchair stares
unseeingly at the waves. She had been murdered.
And, miles away, in a storeroom in the Maze, a medieval warren
of yards and alleys at the heart of Eastvale, Yorkshire, a young
woman lies sprawled on a heap of leather scraps. She too has
been murdered. Their bodies are discovered at about the same
time that DI Annie Cabbot, on secondment to the Eastern Area
force, wakes with a severe hangover in the bed of a young man
she barely recognizes. From these three strands, Peter Robinson
weaves his latest complex and compelling story.

Strange Affair [2005]
When he receives a mysterious and disturbing
telephone call from his brother Roy, Banks heads
off to London to search him out. Meanwhile, DI
Annie Cabbot is called to a murder scene on a quiet stretch of
road just outside Eastvale. A young woman has been found dead
in her car . . . With Banks's name and address written on a slip of
paper in the back pocket of her jeans. While Banks stays in his
brother's luxurious, empty house, digging into his life and
uncovering more and more surprises about the brother he didn't

While DCI Alan Banks tries to figure out how anyone was able to
murder Hayley Daniels, when the closed-circuit cameras trained
on the entrances to the Maze show that no one preceded or
followed her into its shadows, Cabbot learns two things that
make her blood run cold: the real intentions of her one-night
stand and the true identity of the quadriplegic woman. A ghost
from the past is back to haunt both her and Banks.

All the Colors of Darkness [2008]

A beautiful June day in the Yorkshire Dales, and a
group of children are spending the last of their
half-term freedom swimming in the river near
Hipswell Woods. But the idyll is shattered by their
discovery of a man's body, hanging from a tree. DI
Annie Cabott soon discovers he is Mark Hardcastle,
the well-liked and successful set designer for the Eastvale
Theatre's current production of Othello. Everything points to
suicide, and Annie is mystified. Why would such a man want to
take his own life? Then Annie's investigation leads to another
shattering discovery, and DCI Alan Banks is called back from the
idyllic weekend he had planned with his new girlfriend. Banks
soon finds himself plunged into a shadow-world where nothing is
what it seems, where secrets and deceit are the norm, and where
murder is seen as the solution to a problem. The deeper he digs
the more he discovers that the monster he has awakened will
extend its deadly reach to his friends and family. Nobody is safe!

The Price of Love: And Other Stories [2009]
A dozen of the very best mystery stories from
crime-fiction's maestro, including one brand
new Inspector Banks story. Best known - and
much admired - for his long-running and
bestselling Inspector Banks series, Peter
Robinson is also widely and highly praised by mystery mavens for
his riveting short stories.
Robinson's versatile talent is on full display in the twelve stories
that comprise his latest short story collection, The Price of Love
and Other Stories. Spellbinding plots, suspense that grips and
won't let go, utterly unpredictable twists, psychological truths
both sweet and scary, characters you'd like to meet (and some
you'd hope never to encounter), all set in places that are
characters themselves - these are the fundamentals of story and
mystery that Robinson plays like the virtuoso he is.

Bad Boy

[2010]

Banks is on holiday, headed for Fisherman's
Wharf in San Francisco. His daughter, Tracy,
home in Leeds and angry with her father, is
headed for some very deep trouble. Robinson's
nineteenth Inspector Banks novel is a stunner.
Handguns are illegal in the U.K., and whenever one is reported,
the police swing into high gear. But things go very wrong when
the police swoop down on a home in Eastvale to seize a reported
handgun. In the confusion, Patrick Doyle, a former neighbour of
Banks, is shot. Doyle's daughter, Erin, is to blame for the gun
being in the house, and while she's in police custody, her

housemate in Leeds, Tracy Banks, decides to let Erin's boyfriend
know that the police have been around their place. Bad decision.
When Banks returns home from holiday, Tracy is missing. And
that's not the worst of it.

Watching the Dark [2012]
When Detective Inspector Bill Quinn is found
murdered in the tranquil grounds of the St Peter's
Police Treatment Centre, and compromising
photographs are discovered in his room, DCI Banks is called in to
investigate.
It emerges that Quinn's murder may be linked to the
disappearance of an English girl in Tallinn, Estonia, six years
earlier. While DI Annie Cabbot looks into the case in Eastvale,
Banks travels to Tallinn to track down leads in the dark, cobbled
alleys of the city's Old Town. But it soon becomes clear that
someone doesn't want the past stirred up, and that solving the
interlinked crimes may put even more lives in jeopardy.

Children of the Revolution [2013]
A disgraced college lecturer is found murdered
with £5,000 in his pocket on a disused railway line
near his home. Since being dismissed from his job
for sexual misconduct four years previously, he has been living a
poverty-stricken and hermit-like existence in this isolated spot.
There are many suspects, mostly at the college where he used to
teach, but Banks, much to the chagrin of Detective Chief
Superintendent Gervaise, soon becomes fixated on Lady Veronica
Chalmers, who appears to have links with the victim going back to
the early '70s at the University of Essex, then a hotbed of political
activism. When Banks suspects that Lady Chalmers is not telling
him the whole truth and pushes his inquiries a bit too far, he is
brought on the carpet and warned to lay off. He must continue to
conduct his investigation surreptitiously, under the radar, with
the help of new DC Geraldine Masterson, while DI Annie Cabbot
and DS Winsome Jackman continue to rattle skeletons at Eastvale
College. When the breakthroughs come, they are not the ones
that Banks and his team expected, and everything turns in a
different direction, and moves into higher gear.
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